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During the past few years, enterprises have been increasingly
aggressive in moving mission-critical and performance-sensitive
applications to the cloud, while at the same time many new mobile,
social, and analytics applications are directly developed and
operated on cloud computing platforms. These two movements are
encouraging the shift of the value proposition of cloud computing
from cost reduction to simultaneous agility and optimization. These
requirements (agility and optimization) are driving the recent
disruptive trend of software defined computing, for which the entire
computing infrastructureVcompute, storage and networkVis
becoming software defined and dynamically programmable.
The key elements within software defined environments include
capability-based resource abstraction, goal-based and policy-based
workload definition, and outcome-based continuous mapping of
the workload to the available resources. Furthermore, software
defined environments provide the tooling and capabilities to compose
workloads from existing components that are then continuously
and autonomously mapped onto the underlying programmable
infrastructure. These elements enable software defined environments
to achieve agility, efficiency, and continuous outcome-optimized
provisioning and management, plus continuous assurance for
resiliency and security. This paper provides an overview and
introduction to the key elements and challenges of software
defined environments.

Introduction

Based on the trends toward migrating both mission-critical

and performance-sensitive workloads to the cloud

deployment model and the convergence of mobile, social,

and analytics workloads on the cloud, we see a shift of the

value proposition of cloud computing from cost reduction

to simultaneous agility and optimization. While cost

reduction largely focused on the virtualization of

infrastructure (IaaS, or infrastructure as a service), agility

focuses on the ability to rapidly react to changes in the

cloud environment and workload requirements. Optimization

focuses on identifying better outcomes within a cloud

environment with respect to the value of the service, the

cost of the required resources, and the risk of failure in

an unpredictable environment and under constant usage

changes. This requires a high degree of automation

and programmability of the infrastructure itself. Hence,

this shift led to the recent disruptive trend of software

defined computing for which the entire system

infrastructureVcompute, storage and networkVis becoming

software defined and dynamically programmable. Software

defined computing receives considerable focus across

academia and enterprises [1–7].

Software defined computing originated from the

compute environment in which the computing resources

are virtualized and managed as virtual machines [8–11].

This enabled mobility and higher resource utilization as

several virtual machines are collocated on the same server,
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and variable resource requirements can be mitigated by

being shared amongst the virtual machines. Software

defined networks (SDNs) move the network control and

management planes (functions) away from the hardware

packet switches and routers to the server for improved

programmability, efficiency, extensibility, and security

[12–16]. Software defined storage (SDS), similarly, separates

the control and management planes from the data plane of a

storage system and dynamically leverages heterogeneous

storage to respond to changing workload demands [17, 18].

Software defined environments (SDEs) bring together

software defined compute, network, and storage and unify

the control and management planes from each individual

software defined component. These unified control planes

are assembled from programmable resource abstractions

of the compute, network, and storage resources of a system

(also known as purpose-fit systems or workload-optimized

systems) that meet the specific requirements of individual

workloads and enable dynamic optimization in response

to changing business requirements. For example, a workload

can specify the abstracted compute and storage resources

of its various workload componentsVand their operational

requirements (e.g., I/O [input/output] operations per

second)Vand how these components are interconnected

via an abstract Bwiring[ that will have to be realized using

the programmable network.

In this paper, we provide an overview of the vision,

architecture, and benefit of SDEs, as shown in Figure 1.

At the top, workload abstractions (shown as graphs of

connected services and applications) and related tools

provide the means to construct workloads and services

based on preexisting patterns and to capture the functional

and non-functional requirements of the workloads. At the

bottom, heterogeneous compute, storage, and networking

resources are pooled based on their capabilities. The

workloads and their contexts are then mapped to the

best-suited resources. The unified control plane dynamically

constructs, configures, continuously optimizes, and

proactively orchestrates the mapping between the workload

and the resources based on the desired outcome specified

by the workload and the operational conditions of the

cloud environment. We also demonstrate at a high level how

this architecture achieves agility, efficiency, and continuous

outcome optimized infrastructure with proactive resiliency

and security, but we also refer to the additional papers in this

journal for more details and examples. A modeling language

for SDEs is described in [19]. A language and runtime for

continuous delivery of software and related infrastructure

and the validation of workload blueprints is described in

[20, 21]. An overview of how service-level agreements

are being met in virtualized infrastructures is given in [22].

State of the art software defined efficient and agile storage

solutions are described in [23] and advances in software

defined networking are described in [24].

Software defined environments architecture

Current virtualization and cloud solutions only allow

basic abstraction of the computing, storage, and network

resources in terms of their capacity [25]. These approaches

often call for standardization of the underlying system

architecture to simplify the abstraction of these resources.

The convenience offered by the elasticity for scaling the

provisioned resources based on the workload requirements,

however, is often achieved at the expense of overlooking

capability differences inherent in these resources. Capability

differences in the computing domain could range from

differences in the instruction set architecture (ISA), e.g.,

Intel x86 versus IBM POWER* architecturesVto different

implementations of the same ISA, e.g., Xeon** by Intel

versus Opteron** by AMDVto different generations of the

same ISA by the same vendor, e.g., POWER7* versus

POWER7+* versus POWER8* from IBM, and Nehalem

versus Westmere versus Sandy Bridge versus Ivy Bridge

from Intel. An additional dimension is added with the

Figure 1

Architecture of software defined environments. Workloads are complex

wirings of components and are represented through abstractions. Given

a set of abstract resources the workloads are continuously mapped

(orchestrated) into the environment through the unified control plane.

The individual resource controllers program the underlying virtual

resources (compute, network, and storage).
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availability of general processing units (GPUs) and

other accelerators for encryption, compression, extensible

markup language (XML) acceleration, or other scalar/vector

functions.

The workload optimized system approaches often call

for tight integration of the workload with the tuning of the

underlying system architecture for the specific workload.

These approaches tightly couple the special capabilities

offered by each micro-architecture and by the system level

capabilities at the expense of potentially labor-intensive

tuning required. These workload optimized approaches

are not sustainable in an environment where the workload

might be unpredictable or evolve rapidly as a result of

growth of the user population or the continuous changing

usage patterns.

The conundrum created by these conflicting

requirements in terms of standardized infrastructure vs.

workload-optimized infrastructure is further exacerbated

by the increasing demand for agility and efficiency as

more applications from systems of record and systems of

engagement require fast deployment while continuously

being optimized based on the available resources and

unpredictable usage patterns. Systems of record and systems

of engagement are defined later in this paper, but refer to

client-server ERP (enterprise resource planning) systems

Bon top of[ the InternetVand systems that are more focused

on engagement with the large set of end users in the

consumer space, respectively.

SDEs are intended to address the challenge created

from the desire for simultaneous agility and optimization.

SDEs decouple the abstraction of resources from the real

resources and only focus on the salient capabilities of

the resources that really matter for the desired performance of

the workload. SDEs also establish the workload definition

and decouple this definition from the actual workloads so that

the matching between the workload characteristics and the

capabilities of the resources can be done efficiently and

continuously. Simultaneous abstraction of both resources

and workloads to enable late binding and flexible coupling

among workload definitions, workload runtime, and available

resources is fundamental to addressing the challenge

created by the desire for both agility and optimization

in deploying workloads.

Policy-based and goal-based workload abstraction

Workload involves the relationship between the amount

of processing capabilities (resources) and the tasks that

need to be performed. Workload modeling is the analytical

technique used to measure and predict workloads, with

the primary objective to achieve evenly distributed

manageable workloads, to avoid overload and to satisfy

service level objectives. The workload definition has been

previously and extensively studied in the context of the OMG

(Object Management Group) Model Driven Architecture

(MDA) initiative during the late 1990s as an approach to

system specification and interoperability based on the use of

formal models. In MDA, platform-independent models

are described in a platform-independent modeling language

such as UML (Unified Modeling Language). The

platform-independent model is then subsequently translated

into a platform-specific model by mapping the platform

independent models to implementation languages such as

Java**, XML, SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), or

various dynamic scripting languages using formal rules.

Workload concepts were heavily used in grid computing,

for example, IBM Platform Symphony, for defining and

specifying tasks and resources, and predicting and optimizing

the resources for the tasks in order to achieve optimal

performance. IBM Enterprise Workload Manager (eWLM)

allows the user to monitor application-level transactions

and operating-system processes, allows the user to define

specific performance goals with respect to specific work,

and allows adjusting the processing power among partitions

in a partition workload group to ensure that performance

goals are met.

More recently, workload automation and development

for deployment have received considerable interests as the

Development and Operations (DevOps) concept becomes

widely deployed. These workload automation environments

often include programmable infrastructures that describe

the available resources and characterization of the workloads

(topology, service-level agreements, and various functional

and nonfunctional requirements). Examples of such

environments include Amazon Cloud Formation, Oracle

Virtual Assembly Builder, VMware vFabric, and IBM

Workload Deployer (IWD).

A workload, in the context of SDEs, is often composed of

a complex Bwiring[ of services, applications, middleware

components, management agents, and distributed data stores.

Correct execution of a workload requires that these elements

be wired and mapped to appropriate logical infrastructure

according to workload-specific policies and goals.

Workload experts create workload definitions for specific

workloads, which codify the best practices for deploying

and managing the workloads. The workload abstraction

specifies all of the workload components including

services, applications, middleware components, management

agents, and data. It also specifies the relationships among

components and policies/goals defining how the workload

should be managed and orchestrated [20]. These policies

represent examples of workload context embedded in a

workload definition. They are derived based on expert

knowledge of a specific workload or are learned in the

course of running the workload in SDE. These policies may

include requirements on continuous availability, minimum

throughput, maximum latency, automatic load balancing,

automatic migration, and auto-scaling in order to satisfy

the service-level objectives. These Bcontexts[ for the
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execution of the workload need to be incorporated during

the translation from workload definition to an optimal

infrastructure pattern that satisfies as many of the policies,

constraints, and goals that are pertinent to this workload

as possible [21].

Capability-based resource abstraction and software

defined infrastructure

The abstraction of resources is based on the capabilities of

these resources. Capability-based pooling of heterogeneous

resources requires classification of these resources based

on workload characteristics. Using compute as an example,

server design is often based on the thread speed, thread

count, and effective cache/thread. The fitness of the compute

resources (servers in this case) for the workload can then

be measured by the serial fitness (in terms of thread speed),

the parallel fitness (in terms of thread count), and the data

fitness (in terms of cache/thread).

Capability-based resource abstraction is an important step

toward decoupling provisioning heterogeneous resources

from the workload. Currently, resource provisioning is only

based on capacity, and hence the differences in characteristics

of the resource are often ignored.

The Pfister framework [26] has been used to describe

workload characteristics [7] in a two-dimensional space

where one axis describes the amount of thread contention,

and the other axis describes the amount of data contention.

We can categorize the workload into four categories based on

the Pfister framework: Type 1 (mixed workload updating

shared data or queues), Type 2 (highly threaded applications,

including WebSphere* applications), Type 3 (parallel data

structures with analytics, including Big Data, Hadoop**,

etc.), and Type 4 (small discrete applications, such as

Web 2.0 apps).

Servers are usually optimized to one of the corners

of this two-dimensional space, but not all three corners.

For instance, the IBM System z* [27] is best known for its

single-thread performance, while IBM Blue Gene* [28] is

best known for its ability to carry many parallel threads.

Some of the systems (IBM System x3950 [Intel based]

and IBM POWER 575) were designed to have better I/O

capabilities. Eventually there is not one server that can fit

all workloads and is good for all types of workloads

described above.

This leads to a very important observation: the majority

of workloads (whether they are systems of record or systems

of engagement or combination of the two) consist of multiple

workload types, and are best addressed by a combination

of heterogeneous servers rather than homogeneous servers.

We envision resource abstractions based on different

computing capabilities that are pertinent to the subsequent

workload deployments. These capabilities could include

high memory bandwidth resources, high single thread

performance resources, high I/O throughout resources, high

cache/thread resources, and resources with strong graphics

capabilities. Capability-based resource abstraction eliminates

the dependency on specific instruction-set architectures

(e.g., Intel x86 versus IBM POWER versus ARM)

while focusing on the true capability differences (AMD

Opteron versus Intel Xeon, and IBM POWER7 versus

POWER7+ versus POWER8 may be represented as

different capabilities).

Previously, it was reported [29] that up to 70% throughput

improvement can be achieved through careful selection

of the resources (AMD Opteron versus Intel Xeon) to run

Google’s workloads (content analytics, Big Table, and web

search) in its heterogeneous warehouse scale computer

center. Likewise, storage resources can be abstracted beyond

the capacity and block versus file versus objects. Additional

characteristics of storageVsuch as high I/O throughput,

high resiliency, and low latencyVcan all be Bbrought to the

surface[ as part of storage abstraction. Networking resources

can be abstracted beyond the basic connectivity and

bandwidth. Additional characteristics of networkingVsuch

as latency, resiliency, and support for remote direct memory

access (RDMA)Vcan be brought to the surface as part

of the networking abstraction.

The combination of capability-based resource abstraction

for software defined compute, storage, and networking forms

the software defined infrastructure, as shown in Figure 2.

This is essentially an abstract view of the available compute

and storage resources interconnected by the networking

resources. This abstract view of the resources includes the

pooling of resources with similar capabilities (for compute

Figure 2

Capability-based resource abstraction.
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and storage), connectivity among these resources (within

one hop or multiple hops), and additional functional or

nonfunctional capabilities attached to the connectivity

(load balancing, firewall, security, etc.). Additional physical

characteristics of the datacenter are often captured in the

resource abstraction model as well. These characteristics

include clustering (for nodes and storage sharing the same

top of the rack switches and that can be reached within

one hop), point of delivery (POD) (for nodes and storage

area network [SAN]-attached storage sharing the same

aggregation switch and can be reached within 4 hops),

availability zones (for nodes sharing the same uninterrupted

power supply (UPS) and A/C), and physical data center

(for nodes that might be subject to the same natural or

man-made disasters). These characteristics are often needed

during the process of matching workload requirements to

available resources in order to address various performance,

throughput, and resiliency requirements.

Continuous optimization

As a business increasingly relies on the availability and

efficiency of its IT infrastructure, linking the business

operations to the agility and performance of the deployment

and continuous operation of IT becomes crucial for the

overall business optimization. SDEs provide an overall

framework for directly linking the business operation

to the underlying IT as described below.

Each business operation can be decomposed into multiple

tasks, each of which has a priority. Each task has a set of

key performance indicators (KPIs), which could include

confidentiality, integrity, availability, correctness/precision,

quality of service (latency, throughput, etc.), and potentially

other KPIs.

As an example, an e-commerce business operation might

include the following tasks: marketing (ad display), search

against the catalog, verifying the inventory, invoicing and

billing, and fulfillment. Each of these tasks may be measured

by different KPIs: display ads may focus on availability;

search against catalog may focus on latency and then

precision; verification of inventory/invoicing/billing

may focus on integrity. The specification of the task

decomposition of a business operation, the priority of each

task, and KPIs for each task allow trade-offs being made

among these tasks when necessary. Using search against

catalog as an example, precision might have to be reduced

when there is insufficient capacity until the capacity is

increased or the load is reduced.

The KPIs for the task often are translated to the

architecture and KPIs for the infrastructure. Confidentiality

usually translates to required isolation for the infrastructure.

Availability potentially translates into redundant instantiation

of the runtime for each task using active-active or

active-passive configurations. Integrity of transactions,

data, processes, and policies is managed at the application

level, while the integrity of the executables and virtual

machine images is managed at the infrastructure level.

Correctness and precision need to be managed at the

application level, and quality of service (QoS) (latency,

throughput, etc.) usually translates directly to the

implications for infrastructures.

Continuous optimization of the business operation is

performed to ensure optimal business operation during both

Bnormal time[ (best utilization of the available resources)

as well as Babnormal time[ (ensures the business operation

continues in spite of potential system outages). This

potentially requires tradeoffs among KPIs in order to ensure

the overall business performance does not drop to zero due

to outages.

The overall close-loop framework, as shown in Figure 3,

for continuous optimizing is as follows:

• The KPIs of the service are continuously monitored and

evaluated at each layer (the application layer and the

infrastructure layer), so that the overall utility function

(value of the business operation, cost of resource, and

risk to potential failures) can be continuously evaluated

based on the probabilities of success and failure,

PðsuccessÞ and PðfailureÞ. Deep introspection, i.e. a

detailed understanding of resource usage and resource

interactions, within each layer is used to facilitate the

monitoring. The data is fed into the behavior models

for the SDE (which includes the workload, the data

(usage patterns), the infrastructure, and the people

and processes).

• When triggering events occur, what-if scenarios for

deploying different amount of resources against each

task will be evaluated to determine whether KPIs can

be potentially improved.

• The scenario that maximizes the overall utility function

is selected, and the orchestration engine will orchestrate

the SDE through the following: (a) adjustment to

resource provisioning (scale up or down), (b) quarantine

of the resources (in various resiliency and security

scenarios), (c) task/workload migration, and (d) server

rejuvenation.

Simultaneous agility and efficiency

It was observed in [30] that a fundamental change in the axis

of IT innovation is happening in the industry. Prior to 2000,

new systems were introduced at the very high end of the

economic spectrum (large public agencies and Fortune

500 companies). These innovations trickled down to smaller

businesses, then to home office applications, and finally to

consumers, students and even children. In this past decade,

this innovation flow has been reversed and often started

with the consumers, students, and children leading the

way, especially due to the proliferation of mobile

devices. These innovations are then adopted by nimble
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small-to-medium-size businesses. Larger institutions are

often the last to embrace these innovations.

The author of [30] coined the term Bsystems of

engagement[ for the new kinds of systems that are more

focused on engagement with the large set of end users in

the consumer space. As shown in Figure 4, many systems

of engagement such as Facebook**, Twitter**, Netflix**,

Instagram**, and many others are Bborn[ on the cloud using

public cloud services from Amazon Web Services (AWS),

Google App Engine, Microsoft Azure**, Rackspace**, etc.

Figure 4

Industry is responding to the trend toward simultaneous agility and efficiency through a product driven and service driven approach. Two potential path

are shown toward simultaneous agility and performance (classifications are estimates and for illustration only): (a) service-centric, which is typically

followed by offerings that are systems of engagement centric, and (b) product-centric, which is typically followed by offerings that are systems-of-

record centric.

Figure 3

Outcome-optimized framework for software defined environments.
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These systems of engagement often follow the agility

trajectory. On the other hand, as mentioned, the

workload-optimized system concept is introduced to the

Bsystems of record[ environment, which occurred with the

rise of client-server ERP (enterprise resource planning)

systems Bon top of[ the Internet. Here the entire system, from

top to bottom, is tuned for the database or data warehouse

environment. Evidence is mounting that both kinds of

systems are likely to converge in the upper right quadrant

of Figure 4 as systems of engagement are demanding

optimal efficiency, while systems of records are demanding

improved agility.

Netflix is an example that started as a system of

engagement. Its traffic grew 37 times between January 2010

and January 2011. As a result, Netflix’s infrastructure stack

went through rapid transitions to address the fast evolution

of the environment. The key approach adopted by Netflix

is to instrument and automate all aspects as much as possible

to achieve continuous delivery and agile deployment.

Since 2012, Netflix also began its relentless pursuing

of efficiency. When AWS came out with instances

equipped with solid-state drives (SSDs) during July 2012,

Netflix quickly determined that the use of these types

of AWS instances eliminate the need for MemcacheD,

a memory-based caching service, and achieved a two-fold

cost reduction in spite of each new type of instance being

more expensive, as fewer instances are needed. Animoto,

a company specialized in generating videos from photo

albums, leverages GPU-equipped instances from AWS to

accelerate the video synthesis process and achieved a ten-fold

throughput improvement as well as much improved video

resolution. Meanwhile, most of the workload-optimized

systems in the industry, such as Oracle Exadata/Exalogic

[31] and SAP Hana [32], are being provided in the context

of private cloud environments to facilitate virtualization

and sharing for improved agility.

Continuous assurance on resiliency

and security

The key securities challenges that need to be addressed

in an SDE include the following. First, challenges exist

due to SDE’s increased virtualization. Traditional security

architectures are physically based, as IT security often

relies on the identities of the machine and the network.

This model is less effective when there are multiple layers

of virtualization and/or abstractions, which could result

in many virtual Bsystems[ being created within the

same physical system or multiple physical systems

virtualized into a single virtual system. This is further

compounded by the use of dedicated or virtual appliances

in the computing environment.

Second, challenges exist due to SDE’s increased agility.

SDEs enable standing up and tearing down computing,

storage and networking resources quickly as everything

becomes programmable; hence, they break the long term

association between security policies and the underlying

hardware and software environment. The emerging

SDE environment requires the ability to quickly set up and

continuously evolve security policies directly related to users,

workloads, and the software defined infrastructure. There

are no permanent associations (or bindings) between the

logical resources and physical resources as software defined

Bsystems[ can be continuously created from scratch, can

be continuously evolved, and destroyed at the end. As

a result, the challenge will be to provide a low-overhead

approach for capturing the provenance (Bwho[ has

done what, at what time, to whom, in what context),

to identify the suspicious events in a rapidly changing

virtual topology.

Third, challenges exist due to SDE’s increased resource

heterogeneity. In order to accommodate heterogeneous

compute, storage, and network resources in an SDE,

resources are abstracted in terms of capability and capacity.

This normalization of the capability across multiple types

of resources masks the potential differences in various

nonfunctional aspects such as the vulnerabilities to outages

and security risk.

The overall framework on continuous assurance of

resiliency and security is directly related to the continual

optimization of the services performed within the SDEs,

taking into account the value created by the delivery of

service, subtracting the cost for delivering the service and

the cost associated with a potential failure (weighted by the

probability of such failure). This framework allows us to

properly calibrate the value@risk for any given service, so

that the overall metric will be risk adjusted cost performance.

The key elements for providing continuous assurance, to

ensure resiliency and security, as shown in Figure 5, include

the following. The first element is deep introspection,

which works with probes (often in the form of agents)

inserted into the governed system to collect additional

information that cannot be easily obtained simply by

observing network traffic. These probes could be inserted

into the hardware, hypervisors, guest virtual machines,

middleware, or applications. Additional approaches include

micro-checkpoints and periodic snapshots of the virtual

machine images when they are active. The key challenge

is to avoid introducing unnecessary overhead while

providing comprehensive capabilities for monitoring

and rollback when abnormal behaviors are found.

The second key element is behavior modeling. The data

collected from deep introspection are assimilated with user,

system, workload, threat, and business behavior models.

Known causalities among these behavior models as well as

the models themselves allow the early detection of unusual

behaviors. Being able to provide early warning of these

abnormal behaviors from users, systems, and workloads,

as well as various cyber security threats, is crucial for
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taking proactive actions against these threats and ensuring

continuous business operations.

Third, the assurance engine will continuously evaluate

the predicted trajectory of the user, system, workload and

threats and compare against the business objectives and

policies to determine whether proactive actions need to be

taken by the orchestration engine.

Finally, the orchestration engine receives instructions

from the assurance engine and orchestrates defensive

or offensive actions including taking evasive maneuvers as

necessary. Examples of these defensive or offensive actions

includes: fast workload migration from infected areas,

fine-grained isolation and quarantine of infected areas of

the system, server rejuvenation of those server images when

the risk of server image contamination due to malware is

found to be unacceptable, and IP (Internet Protocol) address

randomization of the workload, making it much more

difficult to accurately pinpoint an exact target for attacks.

Conclusion

As the industry is quickly moving toward converged systems

of record and systems of engagement, enterprises are

increasingly aggressive in moving mission-critical and

performance-sensitive applications to the cloud. Meanwhile,

many new mobile, social, and analytics applications are

directly developed and operated on the cloud. These

converged systems of records and systems of engagement

will demand simultaneous agility and optimization, and

will inevitably require SDEs for which the entire system

infrastructureVcompute, storage and network–is becoming

software defined and dynamically programmable and

composable.

In this paper, we described an SDE framework

that includes capability-based resource abstraction,

goal/policy-based workload definition, and continuous

optimization of the mapping of the workload to the available

resources. These elements enable SDEs to achieve agility,

efficiency, continuously optimized provisioning and

management, and continuous assurance for resiliency

and security.

*Trademark, service mark, or registered trademark of International
Business Machines Corporation in the United States, other countries,
or both.

**Trademark, service mark, or registered trademark of Intel
Corporation, Sun Microsystems, Apache Software Foundation,
Facebook, Inc., Twitter, Inc., Netflix, Inc., Instagram, Inc., Microsoft
Corporation, Rackspace, Inc., or Linus Torvalds in the United States,
other countries, or both.
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